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December 1, 2020

Welcome to the Darryl Chappell Foundation’s first edition of our year-end review!!

The audience for this year’s booklet are artists, art patrons (those who invest in the arts and 
arts organizations), our partner organizations (you know who you are, we love you), 
community foundations, individual supporters, organizational funders, art museums, art 
galleries, non- government organizations, former neighbors, family and friends.

Our Mission
Our mission is simple, enable emerging afrodescendant artists to achieve their highest
potential. We operate on a global scale with a local focus and local impact. Programs are 
designed from an innovative, creative, perspective involving artists, partner organizations, 
design schools and art patrons. We exist to provide grants and mentors to trusted 
non-profit partner organizations around the world. In addition, we showcase the work and 
lived experiences of artists on a global scale through our Artists Talk series.

Questions Lead, Answers Follow
As I thought about how to truly impact emerging afrodescendant artists this past year, I 
realized I had more questions than answers. This year has been an enlightened journey for 
me, our board of directors and our strategic advisors. The booklet highlights questions that 
we asked and how we have begun to answer those questions squarely and resolutely. If 
there are questions that you feel we did not ask, let me know right-away at 
(darryl@darrylchappellfoundation.org) and we will consider those questions as well!

How Did All This Get Started?
Well, I started the Darryl Chappell Foundation, a private non-operating 501(c)(3) 
organization, in August 2019 with the proceeds from the sale of my Washington DC home 
of 10 years. The dream of a foundation focused on the arts was sparked by a question raised 
during a breakfast meeting in Chicago over a decade ago with the partner of a 
multinational consulting firm. The partner’s inquiry of what I would like to do next in my 
career, evoked a response shocking even me of “explore philanthropy”. The Chicago 
breakfast meeting remains as the moment of clarity where a destiny in philanthropy felt 
assured.

Values Matter
We support artists all while keeping our core values front-and-center –

- Having Integrity
- Collaborate with Others
- Helping Others
- Value Aesthetics
- Get the Right Things Done Right
- Financial Self-Sufficiency
- Continuous Improvement and Learning

Special Thanks to the Board of Directors
None of the work featured in the booklet would have been possible without a volunteer 
board of directors who provided strong governance, conscientious stewardship and that 
continues to demonstrate and live the core values of the Foundation daily.

I hope you enjoy the booklet and the artwork!! We pulled it together with you in mind.

Darryl Chappell,
Founder, President and CEO



Long-Term Aspiration

Helping the Next
 
Carrie Mae Weems, 
Frank Bowling or
Jean-Michel Basquiat

to Emerge 

Jean-Michel Basquiat
http://basquiat.com

Frank Bowling, 2019. 
Photo by Toby Coulson

Carrie Mae Weems,
source: Center for Photography at Woodstock (CPW) Race, 
Activism and Photography Symposium December 3-5, 2020
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Afrodescendant
Parents & 
Children
around the world may not realize the 
potential benefits of exposing their 
young children to the fine arts.
 

Question?
  
1. How might we provide 
parents and guardians, along 
with their children, with 
practical and meaningful 
access to the fine arts?

photo by Earlie Hudnall 4



Afrodescendant Youth
are largely underrepresented in the field of the fine arts. Due to financial barriers to 
entry and a dearth of mentorship and support, fine arts does not attract 
Afrodescendant young people in the same way as other media such as performing 
arts or dance. We are losing a whole generation of promising young talent capable of 
bringing a potential bold new vision of how to see and mold the world for the better 
through their eyes and lived experiences
 

Questions?

2. What programs might best expose Afrodescendant youth to the fine 
arts?

Anita Pouchard Serra   Argentina

Afrodescendants in Guatemala
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 Find it difficult to focus on producing fine art to sustain a living given 
the daily demands of trying to survive with limited economic and 

financial means; they also lack guidance on how best to move their 
work of art forward and/or how to best market their work

                                                                                                                                      

Questions?

3. How might it be possible to support aspiring artists in 
their career choice of the fine arts?

4. What if sponsors and mentors are provided to aspiring 
artists to provide guidance and to share insights on a career 

in the fine arts?

Kwesi Abbensetts   United States
2020 Emergency Response Grant Recipient
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Afrodescendant
Aspiring Artists



Established 
Artists
may find it difficult to access 
global platforms showcasing their 
artwork and to attract art patrons; 
in addition, established senior 
artists (age 65+) have skills and 
lived experiences that may not be 
fully utilized to benefit youth and 
emerging artists in 
Afrodescendant communities

Questions?

5. How might we provide 
established artists with a 
place to showcase their 
work?
6. What if established artists 
were connected with art 
patrons interested in their 
work?
7. What if established artists 
were partnered with aspiring 
artists to serve as sponsors or 
mentors?
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Why are 
these 
questions so 
important 
to answer 
now?
Artists are increasingly playing a 
leadership role in the movement 
for social justice globally. Current 
events have ignited a movement 
for racial equality, justice and 
economic opportunity. Far from 
standing apart from this present 
reality, Afrodescendant artists are 
playing a central role in the 
movement through their works 
of art, helping to crystalize and 
galvanize communities to 
demand social change globally.

Whether artfully amplifying the 
voices of the voiceless or by 
simply expanding the spectrum 
of expression within a society, 
diversity in fine arts, like the 
human diversity it can so 
uniquely reflect, ultimately 
benefits us all.
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The Darryl Chappell Foundation 
offers the following answers:

Make it possible for 
underrepresented Afrodescendant 
children and youth globally to have 

access to art early and
often by expanding Foundation 
partnerships with organizations 

dedicated to youth education

Provide funding that will provide 
aspiring artists with access to 

artist-in-residency programs
Provide aspiring artists with access 

to a sponsor/mentor, to assist in their
career development

Provide rapid cash to artists to 
survive by helping to cover basic 

expenses during sporadic economic 
crises, setbacks and financial 

hardship

Provide a forum, or place, to 
showcase aspiring artists and their 

work and to share their emotions 
and coping mechanisms in the midst 
of global change and transformation

Build a community of 
Afrodescendant artists who embrace 

the core values of the Foundation 
and focus on mutual

aid and support
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Questions Lead,
Answers Follow



Our 
Programs 
Artist Apprenticeship Program
 

Provide an aspiring artist (“art fellow”) with funding and a mentor to help advance 
their professional art career. Art fellow will work on a project within one to two 
years and share the result of that project with the local community and with art 
patrons. The art fellow will also instruct up to 40 high school and university 
students in the fine arts onsite at the museum annually. The student’s art projects 
will be featured at the end of the school year at the museum
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Provide artists with direct cash to meet their immediate needs during financial, 
economic, crisis. Afrodescendants across the globe are eligible to receive the cash 
grant distributed by partner non-profits of the Foundation. Artists have indicated in 
the past that they will use the cash grant to pay rent, to buy supplies and in some 
cases cover basic personal expenses and to buy food

Emergency Response Grants

“When I want to be still, I paint. When I want to vent, I write.
When I have something unforgettable to say, I make photography”

Nana Kofi Acquah    Ghana
2020 Emergency Response Grant Recipient 
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Koral Carballo   Mexico
2020 Emergency Response Grant Recipient

Esther Nsapu   Democratic Republic of Congo
2020 Emergency Response Grant Recipient
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Voices of Artists Who 
Received Emergency 
Funds
“grant will be used to acquire materials and tools for my art practice and also to
cover living expenses of food, transportation and studio expenses”
(artist in New York City)

“grant will help me continue a self-funded project”
(photographer in Ghana)

“pay rent, light bill and food while my husband and I continue to look for work”
(photographer in Mexico)

“half of the funds will be used to help my mother and little brother and sisters. The 
other half to help me carry out field reports which will incur transportation costs”
(photographer in Democratic Republic of Congo)



Virtual forum where artists from around the world are featured concluding with 
an open question and answer session moderated with panel of artists.

Artists Talk  

Alejandro Cruz   Uruguay
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Dariel Gallardo   Cuba
(Resident in Chile)
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Mary Porto Casas   Uruguay
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Johis Alarcón   Ecuador
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Voice of our Supporters 

“Kudos for the wonderful session earlier today” (supporter, email received after the 
March 30 Artists Convene)

“That was fun and interesting… and an under-acknowledged piece of Latin America’s
cultural treasure - one that I realize that I have not paid enough attention to outside
of the Caribbean. Thank you for letting me take part (supporter, email received after 
the May 16 Artists Talk w/Alejandro Cruz and Dariel Gallardo)

The foundation’s vision seems practical and bold at the same time” (supporter, email 
received after the May 16 Artists Talk w/Alejandro Cruz and Dariel Gallardo)

“Heartwarming event! Where might one see more of the paintings. Are they for sale? 
“ (supporter, email received after the May 16 Artists Talk with Alejandro Cruz and 
Dariel Gallardo)

“…it is very impressive what you are doing in Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico needs all the 
help they can get” (email from supporter)
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Vision that:
Any young person of African descent 
who would like to study the fine arts 
would have access to a quality fine 
arts education

Young aspiring artists will have the 
funding and support that they need 
to work in their career choice of art 
that will lead to self-sufficiency and 
financial independence

Aspiring artists would have sponsors-
hip and mentorship from more esta-
blished artists. Both aspiring artists 
and established artists are connected 
with potential art buyers to help them 
secure access to a fair market for their 
works of art

We see a day when the leading mu-
seums, galleries and community 
organizations of the world and lea-
ding art patrons are at the vanguard 
of bringing art produced by Afrodes-
cendant artists to public conscious-
ness while nurturing nascent talent 
that one day may allow for the next  
Jean Michel-Basquiat, Carrie Mae 
Weems or Frank Bowling to emerge
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Results:
Signed our first Artist Apprenticeship award 
letter, $20,000 annually, with the Museo de Arte 
de Puerto Rico (MAPR) in San Juan, Puerto Rico 
in February 2020. Actual launch pending 
mitigation of health emergency associated with 
the global pandemic and social distancing 
protocols

Provided 25 artists with cash funding of $1,000 
each through partnerships with the Bronx 
Documentary Center (BDC) and the Museum of 
the Contemporary African Diasporan Arts 
(MoCADA). Provided one artist in Botswana $500 
through the BDC. 

The Foundation facilitated an Art Convene on 
March 30, 2020, bringing together over ten 
nonprofit organizations in Puerto Rico.
Facilitated Artists Talk on May 16, August 8, and 
on October 4, providing a forum for both 
aspiring and established artists to share their 
lessons learned along with their works of art.

Art & Community Convene, March 30, 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvw4UBldOEY&t=26s

"Reflejos" - "Reflections" May 16, 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMR0T8xZmys&t=14s

What’s Next
- Provide at least one photographer-in-residence grant via  
   a nonprofit partner focused on aiding emerging  
   photographers in rural communities of the United   
   States, United Kingdom and other countries

- Increase the number of artists provided with emergency 
   response funding from 26 to 50

- Partner with additional nonprofits to further enhance 
   the reach and professionalism of Artists Talk series

- Update Foundation website to showcase actual works of 
   arts of aspiring artists from both local communities 
   and from around the world
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How to 
Support 

Artists

$10,000 Photographer-in-Residence Program
Your donation of $10,000 covers the expenses associated with sponsoring one 
photographer-in-residence

$5,000 Emergency Response Grant
Your donation of $5,000 provides five artists with much needed resources to 
pay for personal expenses, art supplies and to help support their immediate 
family members

 

$2,500 Artists Talk
Your donation of $2,500 helps defray costs associated with airing our artists 
talks programs

$250 Donation
Your donation of $250 help covers monthly expense of hosting and 
maintaining Foundation website used to feature artists and nonprofit partners

Volunteer to help with our Artists Talk Series
Artists Talk series are regularly scheduled programs featuring artists. Volunteers 
could assist with run-of-show, preparing for the show, moderate the program 
and other exciting opportunities to get involved!!

Send an email to darryl@darrylchappellfounation.org to share your interest in 
volunteering. Please access the Support Artists section of our website for 
further instructions
https://darrylchappellfoundation.org
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     Afrodescendant
     Parents & Children
         Strong Start

         Partnering with non-profits
         focused on educating both parents and 
         children on the fine arts, early and often

Established Artists
Visibility On a Global Scale

With support of the Foundation, established artists are positioned
on a global scale to feature their life story and work
Connect directly with art patrons (individuals who invest in the fine arts)
Introduce them to global arts organizations
to elevate their visibility in the global arts community

      Afrodescendant Youth
          Coursework in the Arts

           Partner with non-profits whose mission is to equip gifted youth 
                   interested in the fine arts to potentially become an Aspiring Artist
                             Youth mentored by art fellows in the fine arts
                                        Artwork of youth showcased within the local community

Emerging
Artists
Pathway
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Aspiring Artists
The Continuing Path of Youth Artists

Artists-in-Residence
Receiving a Curator or Established Artist Mentor or Sponsor
Featured in “Artists Talk”
Marketplace support with art sales and/or grants for cash
during a hard times

first phase

second phase

fourth phase

third phase



Our Strategic Advisors
Gimena Sánchez-Garzoli
Director for the Andes, Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA) 
(United States)

Eduardo Jiménez de Aréchaga
Attorney (Uruguay)

Esterio Segura
Artist (Cuba, United States, Spain)

Board of Directors
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Darryl Chappell
Founder,
President & CEO

Molly Brown
Officer, Treasurer

Ben Firschein
Officer, Secretary

William Bowser Emmanuel KayodeAaron Chappell Odis (Terrance)
Johnson



Darryl Chappell Foundation
Washington, DC  20003

312-957-6679
+598-92-787-709


